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1. INTRODUCTION
People for A Living Moorabool thanks t he Committee for the opportunity to provide input into
this inquiry.
People for A Living Moorabool (PALM) is a complete ly grass roots alliance of individuals t hat
gathered specifical ly to lobby for increased environmenta l flows and improved management
of water resources, within the Moorabool River catchment, a system rightly considered t he
most flow stressed in Victoria. The Moorabool River has directly experienced the posit ive
impacts of an environmenta l allocation and PALM supporters have worked closely with the
agencies involved in managing the catchment's water resources. As such we hope to bring
perspectives that will assist the Committee's work with this inquiry.

PALM was formed during April 2008 in response to the then extreme ly dire condition of the
Moorabool River. (see below under Historica l Perspective)

Our charter reads:
"Our group unites those who want to keep the full length of the Moorabool River
alive. This one idea of a 'living Moorabool' is our guiding principle. It means that
our commitment to be a voice for the river will override any support for the rights
of particular water users. We have a single focus - the right of this magnificent,
but highly stressed river, to an effective environmental flow. We are motivated by
the politics of unity not division."
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Our supporters are from communities along the
whole length of the Moorabool catchment and
beyond. They are urban and rural dwellers, and
include 3rd generation farmers, scientists, artists and
Waterwatch volunteers.

The Moorabool River
The Moorabool River flows in a southerly direction
from its headwaters in the Wombat Forest east of
Ballarat towards Geelong. It is the second largest
river within the Corangamite Catchment. The
historical use of the Moorabool River's flow has been
one of increasing overallocation that significantly
degrading the environmental values of this river.

How much has the river declined?
In 2004, Sinclair Knight Mertz (SKM) completed an extensive and detailed study of the
Moorabool River for the Corangamite Catchment Management Authority (CCMA). The
“Moorabool River Water Resource Assessment” documented the progressive stripping of
summer flows by 90% as the River moves to its confluence with the Barwon River near
Geelong. It listed the impacts of over-allocation, urban storage dams, farm dams, and
groundwater extraction.
Figures from the State Water Accounts 2012-13 (see Appendix 1) show quite starkly that the
Moorabool Basin has:

•

the highest ratio of farm dam capacity to total annual available water of any Victorian
river basin,

•

the second highest ratio of bulk entitlement allocation to total annual available water
and

•
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the third highest ratio of licensed volumes to total annual available water.

In total, this diverted water represents 68% of the catchment's average annual available
volume, the highest and worst ratio in the state. The Victorian average is 23%.
In addition the Bungaree Ground Water Management Area sits at the top of the catchment.
The 2004 SKM report found that every 1ML of water extracted from this area has meant a
reduction of .6 ML of volumes entering the Moorabool River as base flows. Its 107 license
allocations authorise a total of 5,263 ML of groundwater for agriculture use which is just
below the limit of the Permissible Consumptive Volume (PCV) - 5,334 ML/yr (HopkinsCorangamite Groundwater Catchment Statement - January, 2017). Unmonitored extractions
for domestic and stock use are on top of these commitments.

What does the science say the Moorabool River needs to meet basic
environmental requirements?
The SKM 2004 study found that an additional 20,000ML should be be left in the river if its
existing environmental values are to be supported. This figure represents around 20% of the
total annual available water in the basin.

What steps have been taken to address this shortfall?
The Central Region Sustainable Water Strategy (2006) detailed three actions needed to be
taken immediately to “address the environmental water needs of the Moorabool River”.
The primary action was 4.8b (page 73) :
“Following the completion of major augmentation options for Geelong and Ballarat, the
Government will transfer part of the water authorities’ water entitlements in the west
and lower Moorabool catchments to the environment.”
This transfer ultimately secured a 2,500ML annual allocation for the environment that now
makes up the current environmental bulk entitlement held within the Lal Lal Reservoir. This
represents just 15% of the required 20,000ML as stated by SKM.
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2. INQUIRY TERMS OF REFERENCE
The current inquiry's terms of reference includes four areas of focus. We wish to present a
perspective on each while acknowledging the circumstances, and therefore responses, within
other catchments may differ significantly from those discussed for the Moorabool:

A. The assessment of the role of environmental water management in
preventing or causing 'blackwater' events
Historical Perspective
During the worst of The Millennium Drought, passing flows and the movement of Barwon
Water's allocation from La l La l reservoir down the Moorabool River to Barwon Water's
pumping station near the township of Meredith were halted due to a Qua lification of Rights
declared by then Water Minister John Thwaites. This water was then ab le to be used to supply
Ballarat by Centra l Highlands Water. Water was trucked to supply Meredith.
The impact on an already highly stressed river was immediate with pools below the reservoir
unable to re-oxygenate due to lack of flow. Combined with high temperatures, these pools
ultimately suffered black water events. 240ML of water had been set aside in the Lal La l
Reservoir by Centra l Highlands Water for emergency use if certain trigger points were
reached within a significant refuge pool at Coopers Bridge near Meredith.

The decision to release 80ML of this water into the Moorabool with its numerous hypoxic
poo ls was not an easy one for the responsible authority, but the state of the river left little
choice. We understand through conversations with CCMA staff that they made every effort to
carefully consider how any potentia l negative impacts cou ld be mitigated through actions
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such as the timing and tapering of the release. Two people from PALM accompanied a CCMA
staff member as he monitored the movement of water down a mostly dry river bed.
Numerous data observations were taken and confirmed the release was successful with no
recognised detrimental impacts. We were very pleased and grateful for the most professional
way the CCMA conducted this operation.
Current perspective
Due to the presence of in-stream, lightly coloured, gravel slugs in the bed of the Moorabool
River that are the result of past gold mining works, the accumulation of dark organic material
potentially contributing to a blackwater event is relatively easy observed, even by the
layperson. The cleaning or scouring effect of a flow can be judged by how much these slugs
are cleared of organic matter. The 2015 Jacobs Moorabool River FLOWS Study Update
recommended “Winter fresh needs to precede Summer fresh to minimise potential for
blackwater events“ (page 63). We are unable to imagine any reasonable scenario in this
system where environmental flow releases could potentially cause a damaging blackwater
event.

B. How environmental water and environmental water managers
interact with, and utilise, management tools such as carryover and
whether the carryover of environmental water impacts on the
availability of water for irrigators
In a number of regards the Moorabool River is just barely functioning as a river. Cease to flow
events have markedly increased, while a greater frequency of low flows has amplified the
disruptive impact of in-stream barriers such as weirs on the movement of fish species during
breeding cycles.
Each year representatives of PALM and other community groups sit down with staff from the
CCMA in the Moorabool River Stakeholder Committee to consider the next year's seasonal
environmental watering plan. We are well aware just how tenuous the available water is year
on year. There is already the capacity for the Environmental Water Holder to trade water, but
in such a stressed system as the Moorabool we consider it vital that plans for carryover
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environmental quantities be reserved wholly for supporting environmental values. Any access
to carryover water by irrigators or other commercial interests must only be contemplated in
extreme circumstances and submissions for such actions must be made public and supported
by evidence in a form that is available for independent scrutiny.
Claims by economic interests including water authorities for increased access to water from
the Moorabool River should not be automatically accepted as legitimate, desirable or in the
public interest. Otherwise this river's environmental values could simply be used to supply
inefficient water users.
The Moorabool River has been progressively mined of its environmental values to serve both
urban water consumers and farming businesses, but modern society has taken it far beyond
reasonable limits. Future threats, such as forecasts of lower long-term rainfall due to the
impact of climate change for this region, must be recognised. In such a future, pressure from
other interests to appropriate further water set aside for use for the environment can be
expected, but should be firmly resisted.
By providing the Environmental Water Holder with a bulk entitlement, the State Government
placed the needs of the environment, which had always come a distant last to other
considerations, at a similar level to other users.

C. Consideration of what barriers exist to the more efficient use of
environmental water and how these may be addressed
Within the Moorabool system, co-ordination between Barwon Water (BW) and the CCMA
means environmental water releases impact on much more of the river than had initially been
anticipated. Piggy-backing of environmental flows on top of releases for urban water use has
meant environmental allocations have on occasion extended to the confluence with the
Barwon River. From PALM's perspective there are two types of barriers to more efficient use
of environmental water – physical and operational.
Physical Barriers
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In-stream barriers, such as weirs and culverts under roadways as at Morrisons, are obvious
hindrances to the effectiveness of environmenta l flows. The capacity of a release targeting a
particu lar breeding species is substantia lly diminished if sections of the river are not able to
be connected by water flow. The funding of in-stream works such as fish passages and
remova l of unnecessary weirs shou ld be a priority for more efficient environmenta l releases.

The Fyansford Quarry is positioned a few kilometers from the Moorabool River's confluence
with the Barwon River. Sections of a 1930's recoursing of the river are now in such disrepair
that flows of over 8ML per day are required for the water to connect to its lower reaches. The
ability of any environmental release to furnish such volumes this far down the system is
severe ly limited. The repair of these works wou ld be a huge boost to the efficiency of
environmenta l releases.

Operationa l Barriers
The effectiveness of any environmenta l re lease is of course determined by how much of the
volume of the re lease is allowed to move far downstream, not on ly sustaining flora and fauna
communities along its course, but also re-oxygenating water, clearing organic material and
reducing sa linity levels. If this water is targeted by commercial users for extraction then its
reach is substantially diminished.
Every effort shou ld be made to protect the integrity of environmental releases as they move
downstream from extraction by commercia l users, so that as much length of the river can be
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serviced as possible. The obvious benefit to all users will be an increase in water quality and
a healthier river. Both ongoing education of all those accessing the river's water and rigid
compliance, are essential for achieving these benefits.

D. Assessment of fees and charges applied to environmental water
and whether these differ from those imposed on other water users.
PALM admits to being somewhat nonplussed by this topic. Why should any fees and charges
apply to environmental water? The bulk of the water extracted from the Moorabool River goes
to the urban water authorities Barwon Water and Central Highlands Water. They utilise 10
major storage dams and weirs in the system and no other Victorian river is impacted to such
a degree. These dams serve to withhold water that would otherwise have been available to
the environment under natural conditions. Both authorities supply users who pay an
environmental levy through their water rates.
It should be noted that the Moorabool's natural reservoirs of water were base flows from
springs, forested areas and wetlands, all of which would contribute to a relatively consistent
flow. The once extensive forests of the Upper Moorabool Catchment have been removed, its
wetlands drained and its base flows dramatically reduced through high levels of ground water
extraction. Natural flows have been highly modified in terms of both volume and regimes.
Environmental allocations are an attempt to redress some of the consequences of these
extreme modifications.
Economic beneficiaries of water extraction should be paying for the cost of retaining water for
the environment. Proposals to apply fees and charges to environmental water should
reasonably invite an examination of the potential for charging users for stock and domestic
extraction from both ground and surface water within river catchments as well as imposing
fees on volumes prevented from reaching the river by farm dams. There is a reasonable
argument that both are equally undesirable.
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3. A UNIQUE THREAT TO THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ENVIRONMENTAL
RELEASES WITHIN THE MOORABOOL SYSTEM.
In 2016, the State Government proposed the transfer of Geelong's share of water stored in
the Lal Lal reservoir to Ballarat. The Barwon Water Bulk Entitlement from Lal Lal is up to
17,775ML per 3 year period. It flows from the Lal Lal Reservoir down 30kms of the Moorabool
River to the Barwon Water’s off-take at She Oaks; in good seasons some may flow on to
Geelong. The continuation of this flow is vital to the survival of this high value section of the
Moorabool; it also serves to carry Environmental Reserve releases beyond the She Oaks Weir
and impact the lower 70 kms of river. The potential impacts of a transfer of this water to
Ballarat were identified 10 years ago by Simone Gunn, then Environmental Water Reserve
Officer CCMA (Gunn S, 2006):
“The transfer of the Geelong entitlement has the potential to significantly degrade
this river reach if the flows currently provided to the river as a result of the river
being used as a conduit cease...This would obviously lead to a decline in river
health in the immediately affected reach but also further downstream for the
river.”
Any such transfer would basically cause the demise of the Moorabool River downstream
from the Lal Lal reservoir.

4. CONCLUSION
PALM considers that the greatest threat to the Moorabool’s environmental water allocation is
the expansion of human demands for extraction of water from the catchment’s flows. Since
2500ML was secured as an environmental flow, there has been an intensive agriculture
precinct established near Lethbridge that will draw up to 900ML annually from the Moorabool
River, impacting downstream businesses and the environment. Large farm dams continue to
be installed within the Moorabool catchment adding to a burden that far outstrips their
potential impact compared to any other river system. To have gains delivered by
environmental allocations frittered away within a couple of decades is a considerable cost to
the river.
PALM wishes to see a greater community, public service and government focus on protecting
the small environmental allocation already secured for this river and an expansion of flows
down the river. We consider that a major priority should be the creation of an environmental
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entitlement for every major dam is this system. The science of effectively using
environmental water continues to grow, and is assisted by regular monitoring. We desire a
strengthening of the relationships, and the acknowledgment of shared responsibility, between
agencies like the CCMA, Central Highlands Water and Barwon Water, and broader community
interests when tackling the extreme situation faced in the Moorabool catchment.
Unlike humans, the Moorabool River cannot source extra water from somewhere else to
mitigate the effects of lower rainfall or over-extraction. It is completely reliant on our
stewardship to secure its future.
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